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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Product Name: Jade Ceramic Coating - Ice Lite

Part. No. Size Unit/Case

JLCC50-01-001 50ml 1

      

      

Description: JADE CERAMIC COATING - ICE LITE is a clear, nano crystalline coating that 

protects your vehicle from weather, chemicals, and UV rays while repelling water, 

dirt and other contaminants. Jade Ice Lite applies a hard (7H), durable coating that 

is 2-3 micron thick and imparts a deep, reflective shine. Jade Ice Lite is lower actives 

and thus easier to apply.

Directions: Shake well and be sure to saturate the suede applicator with material to ensure 

a thorough coat. Apply to 3x3 sq. ft. subsection of vehicle using a cross-hatch pattern 

with 50% overlap to level product. Allow the coating to cure for 2-5 minutes and gently 

remove excess product by feathering in a similar cross-hatch motion using a clean suede 

cloth or low nap microfiber towel. Do NOT allow coating to come in contact with water 

for 24-48 hours while curing. Apply additional coats with at least one hour cure between 

applications. Do NOT apply in direct sunlight or to a hot surface. Cure time is dependant 

on environmental conditions - test product on a small inconspicuous area first to gauge cure 

General Info:  

 

 

Danger: Can cause eye irritation. Excessive inhalation may cause respiratory irritation. Ingestion

can cause gastrointestinal irritation. Prolonged skin contact may cause slight irritation. 

Harmful if swallowed.

First Aid: Eyes: Flush with water for 15 minutes, call physician if irritation persists. Inhalation: 

Remove to fresh air, call physician if irritation persists. Ingestion: Do not induce 

vomiting, call physician.

 

Technical Data: Flash Point: 112-119 F (44 - 48 C)

Appearance: Clear, Colorless

Physical State: Liquid

Odor: Peppermint / Characteristic

Specific Gravity: 0.95 g/cm³, 7.92 lb/USGal @ 25 C

    


